STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO HAVE COMPLETED
Marketing
Marketing Research
Strategic Management

COMPETENCES AND SKILLS THAT WILL BE ACQUIRED AND LEARNING RESULTS.
Students will acquire competences and skills that are key to make strategic decisions in a company that competes in an international context.

Acquired knowledge:
Understand the importance of economic forces that shape the international arena, the strategies of multinational firms and the management of an international company.
- At the level of international economy.
  o Learn the key variables of an open economy and a globalized market (globalization of markets, exchange rate, imports, exports, foreign direct investment flows, etc.)
  o Understand international equilibria and global economic trends, specially the changes and opportunities in the new emerging markets.
- At the level of the company:
  o Identify opportunities for international investment and trade in global markets.
  * Analyze the environmental differences among countries, specially the socio-cultural, legal and political environments.
  o Evaluate the selection process for international markets
  o Analyze different entry modes choices in international markets.
- At the level of management:
  o Understand the production, marketing, human resources and finance in an international context with an international business plan
  o Study the role of corporate culture and ethics
  * Develop and structure a international business plan.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS: PROGRAMME
Part I: Globalization of Markets and the internationalization process
  1. The globalization of market: Determinants
  2. Analysis of import-export flows and Foreign Direct Investment flows.
  3. The emerging economies in the XXI: Opportunities and Threats
  4. Other international trends: Electronic commerce, new technologies...
  5. Advatages and motivations for the internationalization of the firm

Part II
The International Business Environment
  2.1 Analysis of the macroeconomic environment
  2.2 Analysis of the Socio-cultural environment
  2.3 Analysis of the Legal environment: contracts and documents for the import-export process.
  2.4 Analysis of the Political environment: Political and Country Risk analysis.
  2.5 International competitive analysis
  2.6 International Market Research: Sources of información and the structure of a Market Research Report.

Part III
International Business Strategies
  3.1 The decision to internationalize, phases for business expansion and the International Business Plan
  3.2 International market selection
LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND METHODOLOGY

Textbooks and article readings, case studies, and news articles, will be used throughout the course to present, develop, and apply the key concepts of the internationalization process of organizations. The professor will announce in advance the materials that will be used in each session and students will work on those materials prior to the lecture. Students will also be expected to participate actively in the class discussion of case studies and the solution of exercises/projects and cases. Students will (1) turn in written exercises/cases solved individually, (2) participate in class discussions of case studies and selected readings, participation that will require preparation previous to the session, and (3) form groups to analyze in depth a case study and/or Project on a topic approved by the professor and to present the analysis in front of the class.

ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

Final grade:
1. Final exam, 60% (minimum 3,9 out of 10).
2. Class participation and in-class evaluations, 15%.
3. Presentation and team project, 25%.

% end-of-term-examination: 60
% of continuous assessment (assigments, laboratory, practicals...): 40
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